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Epithelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT) is a cell plasticity process required for metastasis and chemoresistance of carcinoma

cells. We report a crucial role of the signal adaptor proteins CRK and CRKL in promoting EMT and tumor aggressiveness, as

well as resistance against chemotherapy in colorectal and pancreatic carcinoma. Genetic loss of either CRKL or CRK partially

counteracted EMT in three independent cancer cell lines. Strikingly, complete loss of the CRK family shifted cells strongly

toward the epithelial phenotype. Cells exhibited greatly increased E-cadherin and grew as large, densely packed clusters,

completely lacked invasiveness and the ability to undergo EMT induced by cytokines or genetic activation of SRC. Furthermore,

CRK family-deficiency significantly reduced cell survival, proliferation and chemoresistance, as well as ERK1/2 phosphorylation

and c-MYC protein levels. In accordance, MYC-target gene expression was identified as novel hallmark process positively

regulated by CRK family proteins. Mechanistically, CRK proteins were identified as pivotal amplifiers of SRC/FAK signaling at

focal adhesions, mediated through a novel positive feedback loop depending on RAP1. Expression of the CRK family and the

EMT regulator ZEB1 was significantly correlated in samples from colorectal cancer patients, especially in invasive regions.

Further, high expression of CRK family genes was significantly associated with reduced survival in locally advanced colorectal

cancer, as well as in pan-cancer datasets from the TCGA project. Thus, CRK family adaptor proteins are promising therapeutic

targets to counteract EMT, chemoresistance, metastasis formation and minimal residual disease. As proof of concept, CRK

family-mediated oncogenic signaling was successfully inhibited by a peptide-based inhibitor.

Introduction
The metastatic cascade is a highly complex process during
which cancer cells detach from the primary tumor, invade
adjacent tissue, enter the blood or lymph circulatory system,

extravasate and finally colonize distant organs.1 Due to sys-
temic dissemination, metastasis is largely incurable and the
main cause of cancer-related death. Epithelial–mesenchymal
transition (EMT) is a transdifferentiation process that is
hijacked by cancer cells to acquire a highly motile and inva-
sive phenotype with increased cell survival.2 Hence, EMT is
believed to aggravate the formation of metastasis.2,3 Epithelial
cells lose many of their epithelial characteristics during EMT,
for example, the intercellular adhesion protein E-cadherin is
strongly downregulated, promoting cell individualization and
the acquisition of a fibroblast-like morphology.3,4 Down-
regulation of epithelial factors and induction of a mesenchy-
mal expression profile is mediated by EMT-promoting
transcription factors like ZEB1, SNAIL and TWIST1.4 Since
EMT is believed to foster tumor progression, especially
regarding metastasis formation, identification of key players
that could be targeted to reduce or reverse EMT is important
to inhibit the systemic spread of cancer cells.

We have recently described the signal adaptor CRKL (v-CRK
avian sarcoma virus CT10-homolog-like) as a novel interaction
partner of the tumor and metastasis suppressor SASH1.5 The
CRK protein family of signal adaptors consists of CRKL, CRK-I
and CRK-II, which share a high sequence and overall structural
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homology.6 SASH1 physically associates with the N-terminal
SH3 domain of CRKL, counteracting the activation of the tyro-
sine kinase SRC that promotes EMT, and thereby blocks metas-
tasis formation in vivo.5 However, the molecular mechanism
underlying this novel pro-metastatic cascade, as well as the role
of the close homolog CRK (v-CRK avian sarcoma virus
CT10-homolog) are essentially unknown. CRK proteins act as
signal adaptors in a diverse range of pathways, for example,
downstream of HGF/c-Met or integrins.7–11 This is mediated by
the SH2 domains of CRK proteins binding to phosphotyrosine
residues of transmembrane receptor-associated scaffold proteins
like p130CAS or paxillin.6,12 Thus, CRK proteins recruit guanine
nucleotide exchange factors as effectors via their N-terminal
SH3 domains into close proximity to the plasma membrane,
thereby activating membrane-bound small GTPases like RAP1
and RAC1.6 The aim of our study was to address the potential
redundancy of CRKL and CRK in EMT, and to elucidate the
underlying mechanism of how CRK family proteins promote
the shift toward a mesenchymal state.

Materials and Methods
Cell culture and constructs
Human colorectal cancer cell lines HCT116 (RRID: CVCL_0291)
and SW480 (RRID: CVCL_0546), PANC-1 pancreatic cancer
cells (CVCL_0480) and HEK293 (CVCL_0045) embryonic kid-
ney cells (ATCC, Rockville, MD) were cultured in DMEM
(Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany) containing 10% fetal bovine
serum (Biochrom, Berlin, Germany), tested for mycoplasma
infection by PCR every 6 weeks, and authenticated by multiplex
short tandem repeat analysis (Promega) as stated earlier,13 most
recently in June 2019. All experiments were performed with
mycoplasma-free cells. To avoid contamination and phenotypic
changes, cells were kept as frozen stocks and cultured consecu-
tively for 4 weeks maximum. HCT116 cells were transfected with
FuGENE HD (Promega, Madison, WI) and SW480 cells with
Attractene (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) according to the manufac-
turer’s protocol. HEK293 cells were transfected by calcium phos-
phate precipitation as described.14 Mutagenesis of CRKL-RFP,
which was previously cloned into pmRFP-N2, was performed
using the following primers: R39K: 50-CTCGTCAAGGATTC
TTCCACCTGCCCTG-30 and 50-GAAGAATCCTTGACGAGG
AACATACCGTGGC-30; W160R: 50-GAACAGCGGTGGAGTG
CCCGGAACAAGG-30 and 50-GCACTCCACCGCTGTTCTTC
AGGCTTCTC-30.5 GFP with C-terminal high-affinity peptide

(HAP; residues CVDNSPPPALPPKRRRSAPS15,16) was generated
by cloning the oligonucleotides 50-AATTCTGCGTGGATAAC
AGCCCGCCGCCGGCGCTGCCGCCGAAACGCCGCCGCAG
CGCGCCGAGCTAGG-30 and 50-GATCCCTAGCTCGGCGCG
CTGCGGCGGCGTTTCGGCGGCAGCGCCGGCGGCGGGCT
GTTATCCACGCAG-30 into pEGFP-C2, using EcoRI and
BamHI (Thermo Fisher) for restriction digest of the plasmid.
CRKL- and/or CRK-deficient cells were generated with the
CRISPR/Cas9-system, using two different guide RNAs per gene,
and cloned into PX459 vector: CRK (gRNA1: 50-GGCGGGCAA
CTTCGACTCGG-30; gRNA2: 50-TGGTGCTCGAGTCCCGCA
CC-30); CRKL (gRNA1: 50-GTCCGAGGAGTCGAACCTGG-30;
gRNA2: 50-CGAGGAGTCGAACCTGGCGG-30); CSK (gRNA1:
50-GCAATACATTCTGTACCGGA-30; gRNA2: 50-AGTGCC
GTGGAAGTTGTACT-30). The vector pSpCas9(BB)-2A-Puro
(PX459) V2.0 was a gift from Feng Zhang (Addgene plasmid
#62988).17 Then, 48 hr after transfection of PX459 containing
the corresponding guide RNA sequences, transfected cells were
selected by 3 μg/ml (SW480) or 5 μg/ml (HCT116) puromycin
for 72 hr. Single colonies were isolated and analyzed for the
absence of the target protein during several passages to ensure
a complete deficiency. Nontargeting control clones were gener-
ated with an empty PX459 vector, using the same transfection
and selection procedure. CRKL-deficient cells were described
before.5 EMT was induced by application of 20 ng/ml TNF
(Gibco, Waltham, MA) or 10 ng/ml TGF-β1 (Stemcell Tech-
nologies, Cologne, Germany) for 72 hr.

Immunoblotting and co-immunoprecipitation
Immunoblotting and co-immunoprecipitation were performed
as described5,14 with the following antibodies: E-cadherin
(Abcam ab40772), β-actin (CST #3700), GAB1 (Bethyl
A303-288A), C3G (Bethyl A301-965A), c-MYC (SCBT #sc-40),
ERK1/2 (CST #4695), Thr202/Tyr204 phospho-ERK1/2 (CST
#9101), SASH1 (Novus NBP1-26650), RFP (Chromotek 5F8),
CRK-II (SCBT sc-289), CRK (Merck Millipore MABC172),
CRKL (SCBT sc-319), CSK (Abcam ab125005), ZEB1 (Sigma
HPA027524), Y118 phospho-paxillin (CST #2541), paxillin
(CST #12065), Y410 phospho-p130CAS (CST #4011), p130CAS
(CST #13846), Y416 phospho-Src family (CST #6943), Src (CST
#2123), Y397 phospho-FAK (CST #8556), Y576/577 phospho-
FAK (CST #3281), Y925 phospho-FAK (CST #3284), FAK
(CST #13009) and RFP-trap (Chromotek rta-10).

What’s new?
Epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) is an essential prerequisite for metastatic spread and resistance against

chemotherapy, which cause major clinical problems in colorectal and other carcinomas. CRK adaptor proteins are known as

downstream effectors of SRC/FAK kinases. Here, the authors demonstrate that CRK proteins mediate the EMT-associated

phenotypes of colorectal cancer aggressiveness, act as novel feedback amplifiers of SRC/FAK kinase signaling, and induce c-

MYC signaling. The findings highlight CRK family adaptor proteins as promising therapeutic targets to counteract EMT,

chemoresistance, metastasis formation, and minimal residual disease. Moreover, as proof of concept, CRK family-mediated

oncogenic signaling was successfully inhibited by a peptide-based inhibitor.
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Figure 1. Legend on next page.
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Immunofluorescence microscopy
Immunofluorescence microscopy was performed with a Zeiss
AxioObserver Z1 microscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) as
described5 with the following antibodies: E-cadherin (Abcam,
Cambridge, MA; ab40772), ZEB1 (Sigma, St. Louis, MO;
HPA027524), Y118 phospho-paxillin (CST #2541), paxillin
(CST #12065), Talin (Abcam ab17333), integrin beta-1 (Abcam
ab24693), CRKL (EMD Millipore 05-414), DAPI for DNA-
staining and TRITC-phalloidin for F-actin (both from Sigma).
To analyze patient tissue samples, cryosections of 7 μm were
generated with a cryotome (Leica CM3050 S, Leica Micro-
systems, Wetzlar, Germany) and stained with hematoxylin and
eosin as published.5

Transwell assays
Transwell migration (8.0 μm Transwell Permeable Supports,
Costar, #3422) and invasion assays (8.0 μm Matrigel Invasion
Chamber, Corning, #354480) were carried out as described.5

Migration was allowed for 24 hr and invasion for 48 hr. For
transiently transfected HEK293 cells, inserts were additionally
coated with 5 μg/ml human fibronectin for 1 hr at 37�C.

Wound healing assays
Wound healing assays were performed using culture-insert
“2 Well in μ-Dish 35 mm” (ibidi #81176, Planegg, Germany).
Then, 1.5 × 105 cells in DMEM containing 10% fetal bovine
serum were seeded into each chamber and allowed to adhere
overnight. The separating chambers were removed and images
acquired immediately, and again after 20 hr incubation, with a
Zeiss AxioObserver Z1 microscope. Wound closure was deter-
mined by subtracting the cell-free area of both time points,
measured using ImageJ v.1.51 (National Institutes of Health).

Reverse transcription and qRT-PCR
Isolation and reverse transcription of RNA was performed with
the RNeasy Kit (Qiagen) as described.18,19 qRT-PCR was per-
formed with the LightCycler 480 II system (Roche). HPRT was
used as internal reference transcript and a pool of human colon
mucosa cDNA for normalization. Pooled cDNA obtained from
HCT116 cells was used for normalization of tumor samples.

The following primers were used: HPRT (UPL #22): 50-GAC
CAGTCAACAGGGGACAT-30 and 50-GTGTCAATTATATCT
TCCACAATCAAG-30; CDH1 (UPL #84): 50-TGGAGGAAT
TCTTGCTTTGC-30 and 50-CGCTCTCCTCCGAAGAAAC-30;
VIM (UPL #39): 50-GACCAGCTAACCAACGACAAA-30 and
50-GAAGCATCTCCTCCTGCAAT-30; ZEB1 (UPL #34): 50-TT
TTTCCTGAGGCACCTGAA-30 and 50-TGAAAATGCATCT
GGTGTTCC-30; TWIST1 (UPL #50) 50-TCCAGAGAAGGA
GAAAATGGAC-30 and 50-TTTCCAAGAAAATCTTTGGCA
TA-30; SNAI1 (UPL #30) 50-AGGATCTCCAGGCTCGAAA
G-30 and 50-TCGGATGTGCATCTTGAGG-30; CRK (UPL #81)
50-AACAGGCAGCGCTACTCAAG-30 and 50-TCCAGCCCA
GTGGTTCAT-30.

Adhesion and soft agar assays
Adhesion assays were performed in 96 well plates, coated with
5 μg/ml human fibronectin in PBS. Briefly, 1 × 104 cells in
100 μl DMEM with 10% fetal bovine serum were allowed to
adhere for different time points. Medium was aspirated, adherent
cells were washed with PBS and counted by light microscopy
(Zeiss AxioObserver Z1). Adhesion was quantified relative to the
total number of cells in wells without washing. Anchorage-
independent growth (soft agar) was determined as described.5

Flow cytometry
Cells (1 × 106) were blocked in 100 μl PBS containing 10%
goat serum and 0.5% bovine serum albumin for 20 min at
4�C, washed and stained with 1 μg anti-Integrin beta-1 anti-
body (Abcam ab24693), or isotype antibody for 30 min at 4�C
in PBS with 0.5% BSA. After two washing steps, cells were
incubated with the appropriate, FITC-labeled secondary anti-
body (Jackson Immunoresearch #415-095-100) for 30 min at
4�C in PBS with 0.5% BSA. Cells were washed twice and sub-
jected to flow cytometry using FACSCalibur (BD Becton
Dickinson) and CellQuest Pro software (BD Biosciences, San
Jose, CA). Dead cells, doublets and debris were excluded,
and analysis was performed using FlowJo 8.8.2 (Tree Star,
Ashland). Unspecific staining was determined with an isotype
control antibody.

Figure 1. CRKL and CRK share redundant roles in EMT; compound loss of CRK family proteins leads to MET. (a) CRKL- or CRK-deficient HCT116
colon cancer cells were generated by CRISPR/Cas9 and independent guide RNAs (#1 and #2). E-cadherin, ZEB1, CRK, CRKL and β-actin were
determined by immunoblotting. (b) Parental (WT), CRKL- or CRK-deficient HCT116 cells were stained for E-cadherin (green), F-actin (red) and
nuclei (DAPI, blue) by immunofluorescence microscopy, after treatment with vehicle or 20 ng/ml TNF for 72 hr. Furthermore, CRKL- or CRK-
deficient SW480 colon cancer cells were generated and stained for E-cadherin (green), F-actin (red) and nuclei (blue) and compared to parental
cells (WT; size bar = 20 μm). (c) Parental (WT), CRKL- or CRK-deficient SW480 cells were analyzed for E-cadherin, ZEB1, CRK, CRKL and β-actin
protein levels via immunoblotting. (d) Parental HCT116 cells and two independent CRK family-deficient clones (#1 and #2) were analyzed for
EMT markers (E-cadherin, ZEB1) by immunoblotting (upper panel), as well as for mRNA expression (lower panel) by qRT-PCR (CDH1, ZEB1,
SNAI1, VIM and TWIST; Mann–Whitney test; n = 5–6; *p ≤ 0.05; **p ≤ 0.01). (e) Phase-contrast images of parental and CRK family-deficient
HCT116 cells (upper panels; size bar = 40 μm). Additionally, cells were stained for E-cadherin (green), F-actin (red) and nuclei (blue; lower
panels; size bar = 20 μm). (f ) Cell motility and invasiveness of parental, CRKL-, CRK- and CRK family-deficient HCT116 cells was quantified by
transwell assays (Mann–Whitney test; n = 6; **p = 0.0022), as well as by wound healing assays (Mann–Whitney test; n = 6; **p = 0.0022). (g)
Representative picture, collective cell migration analyzed by wound healing assays. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Figure 2. Legend on next page.
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Chemoresistance and cell proliferation assays
A total of 2 × 103 cells were seeded per well (96-well plate)
and allowed to adhere overnight. Afterward, cells were
treated with varying concentrations of 5-fluorouracil and/or
oxaliplatin for 24 hr. Medium was aspirated, cells washed with
PBS, and incubated for 48 hr in fresh medium without che-
motherapeutics. Surviving cells were quantified using the Cell
Proliferation Kit II/XTT assay (Roche, Mannheim, Germany).
IC50 values were calculated with GraphPad Prism 6.01. For
cell proliferation, 1,000 cells were seeded and incubated in
2 or 10% fetal bovine serum for the indicated time points
before XTT assays were performed.

Clinical data, TCGA analysis and statistical analysis
Sixty-five patients with Stage III (UICC/AJCC) primary colo-
rectal cancer were analyzed, who underwent curative surgery
(R0) at the Department of Surgery, TUM and gave informed
consent. Ethical and data protection standards were assured
by the ethics committee of the Faculty of Medicine, TUM
(# 1926/07; #5428/12). Tissue was shock-frozen immediately
after resection. Clinicopathological characteristics are summa-
rized in Supporting Information Table S1. Cases with local
recurrence were excluded to avoid putative bias by poor surgi-
cal technique, and recurrence-free survival was the primary
endpoint. Statistical evaluation was performed using IBM
SPSS 20.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). To derive optimal cut-off
values for patient stratification based on gene expression levels
determined by qRT-PCR, a rational approach was chosen
based on maximally selected log-rank statistics performed by R
Software (see https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/maxstat/
vignettes/maxstat.pdf). The derived cut-off values of relative
gene expression were the following: CRKL 0.44; CRK 0.6442;
CRK family 0.7809; ZEB1 44.01. To consider this multiple test
issue within the analyses, the R-function maxstat.test was used.
The package maxstat implements both, cutpoint estimation
and the test procedure above with several p-value approxima-
tions as well as plotting of the empirical process of the stan-
dardized statistics. In a first step, the statistics program R
calculates the ideal cut-off value for a particular target by plot-
ting absolute standardized log-rank statistics and significance
bound based on the improved Bonferroni inequality. In the

second step, survival analyses are performed with the above
determined cut-off value. Survival analysis was performed
using Kaplan–Meier estimates. Statistical tests were performed
two-sided, the significance level set at 0.05. No correction of
p values was applied to adjust for multiple test issues. However,
results of all statistical tests were thoroughly reported so that
an informal adjustment of p values can be performed while
reviewing the data. The public Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA)
data set was analyzed with the cBioPortal platform,20,21 the
pan-cancer dataset comprising 72,175 samples from 69,835
patients in 236 studies, for genomic, mutational and trans-
criptomic alterations of CRKL and CRK, their co-occurrence.
For association with survival, a curated, nonredundant dataset
from 176 studies was used (n = 26,607 patients), the “HIGH”
versus “LOW” status for CRK-family genes was defined as:
genomic amplification or gain, and/or overexpression >twofold
(HIGH), compared to shallow or deep genomic deletions,
and/or average or downregulated expression (LOW). GraphPad
Prism 6.01 was used for all further statistical analysis. All error
bars represent standard deviation. Sample size, statistical test
used and p values are indicated in each figure legend.

RNA sequencing and analysis
Detailed description of the sequencing methodology, number of
total reads and further details can be found in the Supporting
Information, as well as upon request. Briefly, two biological
(i.e., independent clones) and three technical replicates
(i.e., RNA prepared at different passages) were analyzed for
each condition. Library preparation for bulk 30-sequencing of
poly(A)-RNA was done as described.22 Barcoded cDNA of each
sample was generated with a Maxima RT polymerase (Thermo
Fisher) using oligo-dT primer containing barcodes, unique
molecular identifiers (UMIs) and an adapter. 50 ends of the
cDNAs were extended by a template switch oligo (TSO), and
after pooling of all samples, full-length cDNA was amplified
with primers binding to the TSO-site and the adapter. cDNA
was fragmented with the Nextera XT kit (Illumina) and 30-end-
fragments finally amplified using primers with Illumina P5 and
P7 overhangs. In comparison to Parekh et al., the P5 and P7
primer sites were exchanged to allow sequencing of the cDNA
in read1, and barcodes and UMIs in read2, to achieve better

Figure 2. CRK proteins are required for activation of the SRC/FAK signaling complex across tumor entities. (a) Adhesion assays were
performed to quantify adhesion of parental (WT) or CRK family-deficient HCT116 cells to fibronectin (Mann–Whitney test; n = 6; **p ≤ 0.01).
Cell surface levels of integrin beta-1 quantified by flow cytometry. (b) Activation of the SRC/FAK signaling pathway of parental and CRK family-
deficient HCT116 cells was determined by immunoblotting with phosphorylation-specific antibodies. (c) Cells adhering to fibronectin-coated
glass slides were stained for focal adhesion components with specific antibodies (green), F-actin (red) and nuclei (blue) for
immunofluorescence microscopy (size bar = 20 μm). (d) Activation of the SRC/FAK signaling pathway analyzed via immunoblotting of parental
and CRK family-deficient cells, either CSK-proficient or CSK-deficient. (e) SRC/FAK substrate phosphorylation was analyzed via
immunoblotting of parental and CRK family-deficient PANC-1 cells. (f ) Parental and CRK family-deficient PANC-1 cells were stimulated with
10 ng/ml TGF-β1 for 72 hr, and EMT markers analyzed via immunoblotting. (g) Parental and CRK family-deficient PANC-1 cells were stimulated
with 10 ng/ml TGF-β1 for 72 hr, and subsequently subjected to transwell migration (Mann–Whitney test; n = 6; **p = 0.0022; n.s. = not
significant: p ≥ 0.05) and invasion assay (Mann–Whitney test; n = 6; **p = 0.0022; n.s. = not significant: p ≥ 0.05). Representative loading
control for all samples is shown. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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cluster recognition.22 The library was sequenced on a NextSeq
500 (Illumina) with 75 cycles for the cDNA in read1 and
16 cycles for the barcodes and UMIs in read2. Gencode annota-
tions version M18 and the human reference genome GRCh38.
p12 were derived from the Gencode homepage (https://www.
gencodegenes.org/). Dropseq tools v1.1223 was used for mapping
the raw sequencing data to the reference genome. The resulting
UMI filtered countmatrix was imported into R v3.4.4. Differential
expression analysis was conducted with DESeq2 1.18.1.24 Disper-
sion of the data was estimated with a parametric fit using the
genotype label as covariate. The Wald test was used for determin-
ing differentially regulated genes between parental and CRK
family-deficient HCT116 samples and shrunken log2 fold changes
were calculated afterward with setting the Shrinkage-type argu-
ment of the lfcShrink function to “normal”. A gene was deter-
mined to be differentially regulated if the absolute log2 fold
change was greater than 1 and the adjusted p-value was below
0.05. GSEA preranked analysis was conducted with GSEA v3.0
and the MsigDB v6.2 within the Hallmark gene set collection,25

complete GSEA results are displayed in Supporting Information
Table S2 (positively enriched) and Table S3 (negatively enriched),
including all scores, p values and the core genes. The rank of a
gene was determined by the shrinked fold-change estimation by
DESeq2.

Data availability
The data that support the findings of our study are openly
available in the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA, EMBL-
EBI) under the accession number PRJEB36353, at the follow-
ing address: http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/PRJEB36353.

Results
CRK and CRKL have redundant functions in
epithelial–mesenchymal transition
CRK or CRKL deficient HCT116 human colorectal cancer cells
were generated using the CRISPR/Cas9 system with two inde-
pendent gRNAs per gene. Loss of either CRKL or CRK
(targeting both splice variants CRK-I and CRK-II6) induced an
increase of E-cadherin, while the EMT promoting transcription
factor ZEB1 was reduced (Fig. 1a). In contrast, nontargeting
control clones exhibited no alteration in EMT marker

expression (Supporting Information Fig. S1). Induction of EMT
with TNF, a well-described EMT-inducing cytokine,26 resulted
in a fibroblast-like morphology with loss of E-cadherin at inter-
cellular adhesions exclusively in the parental line, while CRK-
or CRKL-deficient cells exhibited only minor changes (Fig. 1b).
In support, loss of either CRKL or CRK in SW480 colon carci-
noma cells, which have pronounced mesenchymal features,
produced a highly epithelial phenotype (Figs. 1b and 1c).

Compound deficiency of CRK and CRKL promotes a highly
epithelial phenotype
HCT116 cells were generated lacking CRK and CRKL (CRK
family-deficient). E-cadherin protein levels were increased,
while ZEB1 was strongly reduced (Fig. 1d). In accordance,
CDH1 mRNA expression was significantly increased, while
the expression of mesenchymal markers ZEB1, SNAI1, VIM
and TWIST was significantly reduced (Fig. 1d). Parental cells
exhibited a fibroblastic morphology, formation of lamellipodia
and F-actin-rich membrane ruffles (Fig. 1e). CRK family-
deficient cells formed dense, three-dimensional clusters, with
pronounced E-cadherin staining at cell–cell contacts, indicat-
ing prominent intercellular adhesions, but were only loosely
attached to the substratum (Fig. 1e). Lamellipodia and mem-
brane ruffles were absent upon CRK family deficiency. Fur-
thermore, the loss of either CRK or CRKL significantly
reduced cell migration and invasion (Fig. 1f ). Of note, CRKL-
deficiency had a stronger impact compared to the loss of
CRK. Compound CRK family-deficiency completely abolished
transwell migration and invasion (Fig. 1f ). Collective cell
migration, assessed by wound healing assays, was also mark-
edly impaired (Figs. 1f and 1g). Taken together, loss of CRK
family proteins induced mesenchymal–epithelial transi-
tion (MET).

CRK proteins promote cell–matrix adhesion and are required
for FAK/SRC complex signaling
Blunted cell migration, invasion and substrate attachment
indicated that CRK proteins promote integrin signaling.
Indeed, CRK family-deficient cells exhibited reduced adhesion
to fibronectin, despite essentially unchanged surface expres-
sion of integrin beta-1 (Fig. 2a). CRK-family deficiency almost

Figure 3. CRK proteins promote activation of the SRC/FAK complex via the small GTPase RAP1. (a) Domain architecture of CRKL-RFP
highlighting the residues R39 and W160, which are essential for domain function (SH2/3 = Src homology 2/3 domain). (b) HEK293 cells
stably expressing RFP, CRKL-RFP, CRKLR39K-RFP or CRKLW160R-RFP were subjected to co-immunoprecipitations using anti-RFP antibody-coupled
beads. Immunoprecipitates were blotted using antibodies against confirmed interaction partners. (c) CRK family-deficient HCT116 cells were
transiently transfected to express RFP, CRKL-RFP, CRKLR39K-RFP or CRKLW160R-RFP, before they were stained for RFP (red) and F-Actin (green) for
immunofluorescence microscopy (size bar = 20 μm). (d) Activation of the SRC/FAK signaling pathway was analyzed in HEK293 cells stably
expressing RFP, CRKL-RFP, CRKLR39K-RFP or CRKLW160R-RFP via immunoblotting with phosphorylation-specific antibodies. (e) SRC/FAK substrate
phosphorylation was analyzed in HEK293 cells stably expressing RFP or CRKL-RFP. CRKL-RFP expressing cells were also treated either with
DMSO or 10 μM GGTI-298 for 48 hr. (f ) Parental HCT116 treated either with DMSO or 10 μM GGTI-298 for 72 hr were stained for talin (green),
F-actin (red) and nuclei (blue) for immunofluorescence microscopy (size bar = 20 μm). (g) Parental HCT116 (WT) were subjected to
immunoblot analysis after GGTI-298 treatment, and compared to CRK family-deficient cells. (h) Working model: CRK family proteins as central
amplifiers of FAK/SRC signaling. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Figure 4. Loss of CRK proteins inhibits EMT induced by SRC activation. (a) Parental or CRK family-deficient HCT116 cells, either proficient or
deficient for CSK, were analyzed for E-cadherin and ZEB1 levels by immunoblotting. (b) The same analysis was carried out with parental, CRKL-
and CRK-deficient cells, in which CSK-deficiency was introduced. (c) Parental (WT), CRKL-, CRK- and CRK family-deficient cells were stained for E-
cadherin (green), F-Actin (red) and nuclei (blue) for immunofluorescence microscopy (size bar = 20 μm). (d) Transwell migration (24 hr) and
invasion (48 hr) assays were performed to quantify directional cell motility and invasiveness (Mann–Whitney test; n = 6; *p ≤ 0.05; **p ≤ 0.01).
(e) Transwell migration assays for 24, 48 or 72 hr, followed by DAPI staining. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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completely abolished activation-loop phosphorylation of SRC
family kinases (residues Y416 in chicken and Y419 in humans;
Fig. 2b). Auto-phosphorylation of FAK at Y397, an early event

during integrin signaling,27 was strongly reduced (Fig. 2b).
Phosphorylation of paxillin (Y118) and p130CAS (Y410),
two FAK/SRC substrates, was also diminished in CRK

Figure 5. Legend on next page.
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family-deficient cells (Fig. 2b). In accordance, only parental
cells exhibited focal adhesions, positive for paxillin, Y118
phospho-paxillin and talin (Fig. 2c). Integrin beta-1 clusters
were strongly reduced upon CRK family-deficiency (Fig. 2c).
To dissect the role of CRK proteins in the activation of
FAK/SRC signaling, CSK-deficient cells were generated. In
accordance with published data, reporting the kinase CSK as
a negative regulator of SRC,28 phosphorylation of SRC at
Y419 was significantly increased upon loss of CSK in both
parental and CRK family-deficient cells (Fig. 2d and
Supporting Information Fig. S2). Despite of an equivalent
activation of SRC upon CSK deficiency, the parental line
exhibited significantly higher levels of FAK phosphorylation
at Y397, Y576/577 and Y925, compared to CRK family-
deficient cells (Fig. 2d and Supporting Information Fig. S2).
Accordingly, paxillin and p130CAS were poorly phosphory-
lated in CRK family-deficient cells despite the loss of CSK
(Fig. 2d and Supporting Information Fig. S2). Thus, CRK
proteins promote activation of FAK partially independent
from SRC activation. A drastic reduction in SRC/FAK sub-
strate phosphorylation upon loss of CRK family proteins was
observed in the PANC-1 cells, derived from pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma (Fig. 2e). Loss of CRK family proteins leads
to a reduction of ZEB1 levels and a drastic increase of
E-cadherin levels in the pancreatic cancer cells (Fig. 2f ).
Upon induction of EMT in parental PANC-1 cells with TGF-
β1, ZEB1 was increased, while E-cadherin was almost
completely lost (Fig. 2f ). This EMT-inducing effect was not
completely absent but strongly diminished in cells lacking
CRK-family proteins, as TGF-β1 mediated E-cadherin down-
regulation was reduced compared to the parental line, as
assessed by densitometry (Fig. 2f ). CRK family-deficient
PANC-1 cells also exhibited strongly reduced migration and
invasion capabilities (Fig. 2g). Importantly, the pretreatment
effects of TGF-β1 on transwell migration and invasion were
blunted in cells lacking CRK family proteins (Fig. 2g).

CRK proteins act as central amplifiers of FAK/SRC signaling
within a RAP1-dependent positive feedback loop
To investigate the role of the SH2-domain and the N-terminal
SH3-domain of CRKL, inactivating point mutations were
introduced (R39K for the SH2 domain; W160R for the N-SH3

domain), based on CRKL constructs with C-terminal RFP-tag
(Fig. 3a). The ability of CRKL-RFP fusion protein variants to
bind known interaction partners5,6,9,12,29 was assessed by co-
immunoprecipitation experiments. The R39K replacement
abolished the activity of the SH2 domain, as GAB1 showed no
binding (Fig. 3b). The W160R exchange eliminated binding of
C3G and SASH1 to the N-terminal SH3 domain (Fig. 3b).
Importantly, only wild type CRKL-RFP interacted with
p130CAS and paxillin (Fig. 3b), which are described to bind
to the CRKL SH2 domain upon phosphorylation.6 Next, RFP
controls or CRKL-RFP variants were expressed in CRK
family-deficient HCT116 cells. Only wild-type CRKL rescued
the parental fibroblast-like morphology (Fig. 3c). Furthermore,
stable expression of CRKL-RFP fusion proteins in HEK293
cells demonstrated that only the wild-type promoted phos-
phorylation of SRC (Y419), FAK (Y397/Y576/Y577/Y925),
p130CAS (Y410) and paxillin (Y118; Fig. 3d). Inactivation of
the SH2 domain showed no effect, while inactivation of the
N-terminal SH3 domain further decreased phosphorylation
(Fig. 3d). Transient expression of these constructs in HCT116
cells (approximately 20–30% of cells transfected) resembled the
observation in HEK293 cells, since only wild type CRKL pro-
moted phosphorylation of the SRC/FAK substrates p130CAS
and paxillin (Supporting Information Fig. S3).

These data indicate the importance of the N-terminal SH3
domain of CRKL, described to bind guanine nucleotide
exchange factors to induce activation of the small GTPases
RAC1, RAP1 and RAS.6 RAP1 plays important roles in
integrin inside-out signaling.30 Therefore, HEK293 cells
expressing CRKL-RFP were treated with GGTI-298, an inhibi-
tor of RAP1 activation.31–33 GGTI-298 strongly reduced
CRKL-mediated phosphorylation of p130CAS and paxillin,
indicating that RAP1 activation is required for CRKL-
mediated SRC/FAK substrate phosphorylation (Fig. 3e).
Accordingly, treatment of parental HCT116 with GGTI-298
leads to a rounded morphology with a diffuse localization of
talin, phenocopying CRK family-deficiency (Fig. 3f ). GGTI-
298 application increased E-cadherin protein levels, while
ZEB1 levels were reduced (Fig. 3g). Taken together, CRK pro-
teins act as amplifiers within a RAP1-dependent positive feed-
back loop to induce sustained activation of FAK/SRC, and
thus EMT (Fig. 3h).

Figure 5. CRK family promotes cell survival and chemoresistance. (a,b) Gene set enrichment analysis based on Hallmark gene sets was
performed with RNA sequencing data of parental and CRK family-deficient HCT116 cells (n = 2 independent clones). Enrichment plots of
selected upregulated (a) or downregulated (b) hallmarks upon CRK family-deficiency. (c) Heatmap analysis of the mRNA expression of hallmark
MYC targets_V1, comparing parental cells with two independent CRK family-deficient clones (#1 and #2). (d) Parental or CRK family-deficient
cells were analyzed for c-MYC levels and phosphorylation of ERK1/2 by immunoblot; quantification of c-MYC levels relative to β-actin (Mann–
Whitney test; n = 6; p = 0.0022). (e) Proliferation of parental or CRK family-deficient cells was analyzed by XTT assays with cells cultured in 2%
(solid line) or 10% (dashed line) fetal bovine serum (Mann–Whitney test; n = 4–8; two independent clones combined; p = 0.004). (f )
Anchorage-independent growth of parental and CRK family-deficient cells was quantified by soft agar assays (unpaired t-test; n = 12;
p < 0.0001). (g) The IC50 concentration of 5-fluorouracil or oxaliplatin treatment (24 hr incubation time) of parental and CRK family-deficient
cells was determined by XTT assays (Mann–Whitney test; n = 4; *p ≤ 0.05). Dose–response curves and IC50 data shown in Supporting
Information Figure S4. Representative loading control for all samples is shown. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Figure 6. Legend on next page.
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CRK protein-deficiency locks colorectal cancer cells
in an epithelial state
While activation of SRC through deficiency of its inhibitor
CSK was sufficient to induce EMT in parental cells, CRK
family-deficiency rendered cells unable to undergo EMT
upon loss of CSK (Fig. 4a). Moreover, treatment with TNF
induced EMT only in the parental line, while treated CRK
family-deficient cells rapidly underwent cell death (not
shown). Furthermore, loss of either CRKL or CRK alone kept
cells in a more epithelial state upon CSK-deficiency (Fig. 4b).
In both the parental line and CRKL- or CRK-deficient
cells, CSK-deficiency induced the formation of multipolar
lamellipodia (Fig. 4c). Cell individualization and loss of E-
cadherin at intercellular adhesions were only observed for
CSK-deficient parental cells. Cells lacking the CRK-family
showed no alteration of their highly epithelial phenotype
(Fig. 4c). In accordance, CSK-deficient parental cells exhibited a
striking increase in motility and invasiveness (Fig. 4d). This
increase was severely diminished in CRKL- or CRK-deficient
cells (Fig. 4d). Cell migration and invasiveness were completely
abrogated in CRK family-deficient cells even upon loss of CSK,
and after prolonged assay duration (Figs. 4d and 4e).

Compound CRK family deficiency exerts synergistic effects
on MYC signaling and attenuates proliferation
and chemoresistance
Transcriptomes of parental cells were compared to CRK-,
CRKL- or compound-deficient cells via RNAseq. Some varia-
tion in gene expression was observed between replicates, likely
caused by cell density, however, only compound CRK family-
deficiency lead to major differences in gene expression, with
549 genes significantly altered compared to the parental line
(Supporting Information Table S4). In contrast, single loss of
either CRK or CRKL resulted in minor changes (CRKL: 1 der-
egulated gene; CRK: 6 deregulated genes; data not shown).
Transcripts associated with a highly epithelial and differentiated
state (e.g., CLDN3, CLDN4) were significantly upregulated in

CRK family-deficient cells (Supporting Information Table S4).
Gene set enrichment analysis revealed significantly deregulated
hallmark processes like “hypoxia”, “epithelial-mesenchymal
transition” and “apical junction”, in accordance with our earlier
findings (Fig. 5a; Supporting Information Tables S2 and S3).
Importantly, hallmarks involved in cell-cycle progression (MYC
Targets_V1, E2F Targets and G2M Checkpoint) were nega-
tively enriched in CRK family-deficient cells, suggesting that
CRK proteins promote cell proliferation and MYC transcrip-
tional activity (Fig. 5b; Supporting Information Table S3). The
transcriptome analysis further revealed a downregulation of
genes in the “DNA repair” hallmark upon CRK family-
deficiency (Supporting Information Table S3). Heatmap analy-
sis illustrates the downregulation of the gene set “MYC
Targets_V1” in two independent CRK family-deficient clones
(Fig. 5c). CRK family-deficient cells exhibited significantly
reduced c-MYC protein levels; of note, c-MYC protein levels
were not altered in nontargeting controls (Supporting Informa-
tion Fig. S1), as well as strongly reduced phosphorylation of
ERK1/2 (Fig. 5d). Moreover, loss of CRK family genes lead to a
significant reduction in cell proliferation, more pronounced
under serum-stress conditions (2% fetal bovine serum; Fig. 5e).
To validate the transcriptome data, and since EMT was
described to be important for cell survival and
chemoresistance,34,35 anchorage-independent growth and sensi-
tivity against cytotoxic agents was assessed. CRK family-deficient
cells exhibited a significantly reduced number of colonies in soft
agar (Fig. 5f), and had increased sensitivity toward 5-fluorouracil
or oxaliplatin (Fig. 5g and Supporting Information Fig. S4).

Intratumoral CRK family expression correlates with ZEB1
and is prognostic in colorectal cancer
To investigate their clinical relevance, the effects of aberrant
expression and/or genomic alteration of CRK and/or CRKL on
survival was analyzed in a TCGA pan-cancer dataset compris-
ing 72,175 tissue samples from 236 studies in the cBioPortal
platform.20,21 CRKL was altered in 1,398 of 72,175 samples

Figure 6. CRK family expression correlates with ZEB1 in patient samples, and has prognostic significance in advanced colorectal cancer.
(a) Left panel: Data from the TCGA database across all cancer entities were analyzed. Patients with high levels (amplification, gain or over
twofold increased expression) of CRK and/or CRKL exhibited significantly reduced overall survival (Log-rank test; p values indicated in the
graph). Right panel: High expression of CRKL in a colorectal cancer (CRC) TCGA dataset was significantly associated with poor overall survival.
(b,c) Expression of CRK family and ZEB1 in UICC Stage III colorectal cancer samples (TUM collective) was determined by qRT-PCR. Correlation
analysis between CRK and CRKL expression, as well as between ZEB1 expression and CRK family expression (mean of normalized CRK and
CRKL), was performed (Pearson r; n = 65; r and p values indicated in the graphs). (d) Tumors from the TUM cohort were stained for ZEB1
(green), CRKL (red) and nuclei (DAPI, blue) for immunofluorescence microscopy (size bar = 20 μm; arrowheads indicate tumor cells with high
ZEB1 and CRKL staining; arrow indicates example of a stroma cell; asterisk indicates blood vessel). Hematoxylin and eosin (HE) staining of
consecutive sections in the right panels. (e) Distant recurrence-free survival, dependent on high or low expression of CRK (low: 8; high: 57),
CRKL (low: 17; high: 48), CRK family (low: 25; high: 40) or ZEB1 (low: 54; high: 10; n = 64 due to failed qRT-PCR in one case) is shown (Log-
rank test; n = 65; p values indicated in the graphs). (f ) HEK293 cells transiently expressing GFP or GFP-HAP were subjected to co-
immunoprecipitations using anti-GFP antibody-coupled beads. Immunoprecipitates were blotted to investigate interactions with CRK and
CRKL. (g, h) HEK293 cells stably expressing RFP or CRKL-RFP were transfected to transiently express GFP or GFP-HAP. Phosphorylation of
p130CAS and paxillin was analyzed by immunoblotting (g). Transwell assays (24 hr) were performed to analyze cell migration (h, Mann–
Whitney test; n = 4; *p = 0.0286). (i) Schematic model for the functional role of the CRK family in EMT, tumor progression and metastasis.
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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(1.9%), and CRK in 1,498 (2%) of cases. There was a significant
co-occurrence between CRK and CRKL alterations (Log Odds
ratio: 1.756, adjusted p-value: 0.001), as well as with the tumor
suppressor SASH1 (Log Odds ratio: 1.855, adjusted p-value:
0.001), and with the EMT regulator ZEB1 (Log Odds ratio:
2.589, adjusted p-value: 0.001). Genomic and transcriptomic
amplification of MYC and CRK family genes were significantly
associated (Log Odds ratio: 1.899, adjusted p-value: <0.001).
For MYC, genomic amplifications represented the most fre-
quent type of alteration; similar findings were obtained for
CRKL (66% of all cases), whereas 35% of cases showed amplifi-
cation for CRK, and 43% had genomic deletions (Supporting
Information Appendix S1). No significant association was
observed between microsatellite instability status, mutations in
KRAS exon 2 or BRAF exon 15, and the expression of either
CRK or CRKL, in the TUM cohort (Supporting Information
Fig. S6). Prognostic significance was assessed in a curated, non-
redundant subset of cases with follow-up data (n = 26,607).
Whereas alterations in CRK alone showed no significant prog-
nostic association, CRKL genetic alterations were significantly
associated with reduced overall survival (Supporting Informa-
tion Fig. S5). Analysis of both CRK family members revealed
that overall survival, as well as disease-free survival, were highly
significantly reduced in the 702 cases with altered CRK family
genes, as opposed to 37,500 patients without alterations
(Supporting Information Fig. S5). Furthermore, the pan-cancer
TCGA dataset, as well as the subset from patients with colorec-
tal cancer (CRC), were subgrouped into high
(i.e., amplification, gain or over twofold increased expression)
and low (deletions, average or downregulated expression) levels
of CRK family genes. High CRK family levels were highly sig-
nificantly associated with poor overall survival in the pan-
cancer TCGA dataset (Fig. 6a, left panel). In contrast to high
CRK levels (Supporting Information Fig. S5), high levels of
CRKL were also significantly associated with poor overall sur-
vival in the CRC subset (Fig. 6a, right panel). Expression of
CRK and ZEB1 was determined in an independent cohort of
locally advanced (UICC Stage III) colorectal cancer from our
clinic (Supporting Information Table S1). CRKL expression,
which had previously been determined in the same cohort,5

was included to calculate CRK family gene expression as the
mean of normalized CRK and CRKL expression. Expression of
CRK significantly correlated with expression of CRKL, and
CRK family expression with ZEB1 in tumor tissue (Figs. 6b and
6c). This was in accordance with protein levels, and increased
nuclear ZEB1 (an EMT hallmark), was found in
dedifferentiated regions (Fig. 6d, upper and middle panels,
arrowheads), especially in the invasive front (Fig. 6d, upper
panels). Central regions of the tumor exhibited relatively low
levels of ZEB1 with no particular enrichment of nuclear
staining (Fig. 6d, lower panels). Of note, invasive cancer cells
with nuclear ZEB1 showed increased CRKL staining (Fig. 6d,
arrowheads). Upon Kaplan–Meier analysis, mRNA expression
of either CRK or CRKL was significantly associated with

reduced recurrence-free survival for distant metastasis (Fig. 6e).
Importantly, patients with elevated mRNA expression of CRK
family genes, or ZEB1, exhibited significantly reduced distant
recurrence-free survival (Fig. 6e). Multivariable regression anal-
ysis revealed no further correlation with clinicpathological
parameters (data not shown). Given their clinical relevance, we
investigated if CRK family-mediated signaling can be targeted
by small ligands. The N-terminal SH3 domains of CRK family
adaptors were selected as target structure, since the inactivation
of the CRKL N-terminal SH3 domain exerted inhibitory effects
on SRC/FAK signaling. HAPs have been described to bind
these domains, and the corresponding sequence was fused to
the C-terminus of GFP.15,16 The HAP (residues
CVDNSPPPALPPKRRRSAPS) fusion protein associated with
both CRK and CRKL (Fig. 6f ). Transient expression of GFP-
HAP counteracted CRKL-mediated phosphorylation of the
SRC/FAK substrates p130CAS and paxillin, as well as the
increased transwell migration of HEK293 cells stably
expressing CRKL-RFP, demonstrating that inhibition of CRK
family adaptor signaling is feasible (Figs. 6g and 6h). In sum-
mary, a working model of CRK proteins and their proposed
novel role in EMT is proposed (Fig. 6i).

Discussion
Epithelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT) allows sessile cancer
cells of epithelial origin to acquire a motile and invasive pheno-
type, required for metastasis formation.2 Due to its reversibility
and the existence of intermediate states, EMT is recognized as
cell plasticity.3,36 While its role in metastasis is controversially
discussed, EMT has been shown to render cells resistant to che-
motherapeutics and to increase cell survival.34,35,37,38 Inhibition
of EMT represents an innovative strategy by simultaneously
reducing metastatic capabilities and increasing the effectiveness
of chemotherapy. The present study demonstrates that the CRK
family of signal adaptor proteins plays a crucial role as positive
regulators of EMT in colorectal and, presumably, also in pancre-
atic cancer. Mechanistically, CRK proteins act as essential posi-
tive feedback amplifiers of FAK/SRC signaling via the small
GTPase RAP1, leading to sustained FAK/SRC activation, and
thus invasiveness, chemoresistance, EMT and ultimately poor
patient survival.

The CRK family consists of two ubiquitously expressed
genes: CRK, encoding the isoforms CRK-I and CRK-II and
CRKL,6 sharing similar structures and interaction specificities,
but with some functional differences.39 Here we found that
loss of either CRKL or CRK shifted colorectal cancer cells
toward a more epithelial and less malignant phenotype, rever-
ting the mesenchymal phenotype. We found considerable
functional redundancy of CRK proteins in EMT, and single
CRKL- or CRK deficiency showed only attenuated effects.
Loss of the CRK family exerted synergistic inhibitory effects
on most aspects of cancer cell aggressiveness and malignancy.
This was reflected by transcriptome-wide changes observed
only upon complete CRK family-deficiency, but not upon
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individual loss of CRK or CRKL. In accordance, clinical data
showed a significant co-occurrence of genetic and genomic
alterations of CRK together with CRKL in individual tumors
(TCGA datasets). In vitro, complete loss of CRK family pro-
teins induced a pronounced epithelial phenotype, a concomi-
tant loss of motility, invasiveness, anchorage-independent
survival and the ability to undergo EMT, as well as a strong
increase in chemosensitivity. Therefore, targeting of CRK fam-
ily proteins may be a promising therapeutic strategy. Besides
toxicity, a major disadvantage of current EMT-targeting thera-
peutics is increased proliferation of cells in a more epithelial
state. Inhibition of CRK proteins would have the advantage
of decreasing proliferation, likely by reduced activity of
ERK1/2 and c-MYC. Activation of ERK1/2 is mediated by
CRK proteins through activation of RAS, downstream of
SOS1.6,40 RAS and the downstream MAP-kinases ERK1/2, in
turn, have been described to stabilize c-MYC.41 This could
explain the observed transcriptome-wide downregulation of c-
MYC targets, diminished c-MYC protein levels and the
reduced proliferation upon CRK family-deficiency. Genetic
alterations of MYC and CRK family members co-occurred
highly significantly, most frequently gene locus amplifications.
Thus, inhibition of CRK family signaling might constitute an
innovative mechanism to address the notoriously difficult
MYC pathway.

Next, we investigated how CRK-family proteins induce the
observed downstream signaling. CRK proteins require both a
functional SH2-domain and the N-terminal SH3 domain.6,42

In accordance, only wild-type CRKL promoted signaling of
SRC/FAK kinases, but not CRKL with inactivating mutation
in either the SH2- or N-terminal SH3 domain. Furthermore,
expression of CRKL with a point-mutated inactive N-terminal
SH3 domain (W160R) led to decreased SRC/FAK activation
and substrate phosphorylation, suggesting a dominant-
negative effect. This could be explained by the presence of the
functional SH2 domain in this mutant, binding and blocking
phosphotyrosine residues of paxillin and p130CAS,6 while
downstream signaling cannot occur due to the inactive N-
terminal SH3 domain. This interaction interferes with binding
of endogenous type CRK and CRKL, leading to reduced
SRC/FAK activation. Forced localization of CRKL to focal
adhesions was sufficient to rescue haptotaxis defects of murine
embryonic fibroblasts lacking SRC, FYN and YES, highlight-
ing the importance of CRK protein recruitment to phosphory-
lated integrin-associated scaffold proteins.10 Therefore, the N-
terminal SH3 domains of CRK and CRKL represent a target
structure to simultaneously counteract the recruitment of
other SH2 domain-containing adaptors in a dominant-
negative way. Given that the N-terminal SH3 domains are
highly similar, both proteins could be targeted with a single
antagonist, even though toxicity remains to be determined.6

Since CRK and CRKL also have similar ligand-binding prefer-
ences, antagonistic peptides to the N-terminal SH3 domain
have been developed and could be analyzed for their ability to

inhibit EMT.16 Indeed, recombinant expression of GFP with a
C-terminal high-affinity peptide, which associated with both
CRKL and CRK N-terminal SH3 domains, counteracted
SRC/FAK substrate phosphorylation. This highlights that
transient targeting of CRK family-mediated signaling is
feasible.

According to the working model (Fig. 6i), CRK proteins act
as central amplifiers of SRC/FAK kinase complex signaling
downstream of integrins: upon initial integrin engagement, the
integrin-associated kinase FAK is auto-phosphorylated, which
induces complex formation between SRC and FAK.27,43 After
further phosphorylation of FAK by SRC, the active SRC/FAK
kinase complex phosphorylates the integrin-associated scaffold
proteins paxillin and p130CAS to induce CRK protein recruit-
ment via their SH2 domains.10,12,44,45 CRK proteins then
recruit guanine nucleotide exchange factors like C3G through
their N-terminal SH3 domains into close proximity to the
membrane, inducing activation of the membrane-associated
small GTPases, for example, RAP1.6,29,40,46 Active, GTP-loaded
RAP1 is described to induce local activation of integrins via
talin recruitment. In accordance, both CRK family-deficiency
and RAP1 inhibition induced a diffuse localization of talin,
and CRK family-deficient cells exhibited strongly reduced
adhesion to fibronectin. Furthermore, our data indicated that
CRK proteins activate SRC/FAK signaling through RAP1, as
RAP1 inhibition reversed the effect of elevated CRKL expres-
sion. These data are supported by independent reports that
indicate a role of RAP1 in FAK autophosphorylation.47 Further
integrin molecules may thus be activated due to local GTP-
loading of small GTPases like RAP1, downstream of CRK pro-
teins. This potentially promotes integrin clustering and focal
adhesion formation, absent in CRK family-deficient cells, but
required for enhanced activation of the SRC/FAK complex.
CRK proteins, which were previously regarded only as down-
stream effectors, can therefore rather be seen as central ampli-
fiers to promote sustained local activation of SRC/FAK
signaling. In accordance, activation of SRC via engineered defi-
ciency of its inhibitor CSK, was sufficient to induce EMT in the
parental line, but failed to do so in CRK family-deficient cells,
despite an equivalent level of SRC activation. This indicates a
novel potential role of CSK in EMT. CRK has been proposed
earlier to activate SRC dependent on CSK.48,49 However,
genetic loss of CSK did not completely rescue the SRC/FAK
signaling defects of CRK family-deficient cells, indicating that
the mechanism is not solely dependent on CSK. CRK proteins
may rather mediate the local assembly of integrin-associated
protein complexes by spatiotemporally restricted GTP loading
of small GTPases like RAP1. Thus, they enhance activation of
SRC and FAK partially independent from each other to induce
SRC/FAK complex signaling. Therefore, CRK family-deficiency
uncouples SRC activation from the activation of FAK.
Increased SRC/FAK signaling downstream of CRK proteins
phosphorylates paxillin and p130CAS, providing further bind-
ing sites for CRK proteins and amplifying the signaling circuit.
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Our data support the clinical importance of CRK family
proteins, and confirm the functional interactions between the
CRK-family and the metastasis suppressor SASH1, as well as
with ZEB1 and MYC, in patient samples. High expression
or genomic amplification of CRK-family genes, as well as of
the EMT regulator ZEB1, was significantly associated with
reduced survival. Moreover, a direct correlation between
intratumoral expression of ZEB1 and CRK family was
observed. Furthermore, ZEB1 and CRKL were increased at
protein level in the invasive margins of primary colorectal
tumors. Accordingly, in vitro findings showed that loss of
CRK family induced a strongly reduced ZEB1 expression.
Similar findings for ZEB1 were reported earlier, highlighting
the role of EMT in cancer cell invasion.50

Taken together, the data highlight CRK family proteins as
potential therapeutic targets. In the present study, SRC/FAK
substrate phosphorylation and cell migration were inhibited
by a peptide-based CRK family inhibitor in HEK293 cells.

Therefore, pharmacological targeting of CRK proteins, specifi-
cally their N-terminal SH3 domain, might be feasible and
could potentially provide a new and innovative therapeutic
strategy to counteract EMT, invasiveness, chemoresistance
and thus metastasis formation. Further studies are required to
analyze the effects on EMT and other pro-metastatic traits in
colorectal cancer cells, using technologies such as cell-
penetrating peptides.
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